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• To have a good discussion with the aim of coming out of the session 

with a statement on 

• What is the state of play in terms of analytical (and 

communication) capability in Scotland regarding 

understanding potential socioeconomic and skills 

development impacts and challenges?

Our challenge for this afternoon



• Energy policy isn’t just about resolving the familiar ‘trilemma’

• Particularly when considering big (and costly) ‘game changers’, 

understanding of wider public policy (and public and politicians) is 

perhaps the crucial challenge

• Moreover, need to ensure that supply chain and skills capacity are 

present and able to respond

• How can we get people thinking in this way?

• A new way of thinking…..multiple benefits? 

• Not that new? Not just recognising policy trade offs anymore – can 

we ‘have our cake and eat it’?

• Unlikely – crucial to conduct rigorous policy analysis, using 

frameworks/approaches trusted by policy decision makers (e.g. 

HMT) and to communicate messages honestly and effectively

Taking wider perspective to inform 

public, politicians and policy





Consider current policy language



Energy efficiency has lasting stimulatory effects

• September 16 - Scottish Government inclusion of investment in energy 

efficiency in post-Brexit economic stimulus package 

• Initial policy focus? – impacts on fuel poverty, public budgets……output and 

job creation triggered by building activity to make homes and public 

buildings more energy efficient…. but how much additional sustained 

activity?









Energy efficiency has lasting stimulatory effects

• Further, and lasting, economic stimulus generated by what happens once 

increased efficiency takes effect

– Increased disposable household income

– Savings from lower energy bills redirected to spending on other things

– Depending on how economy responds, some winners and losers

– But likely net lasting gains at economy-wide/macroeconomic level

• Even clearer story in efficiency improves in industrial energy use, 

particularly in energy and/or export intensive, or key upstream 

supply chain

• Argument developing pace and a wider audience…..





Multiple Benefits of Energy Efficiency (IEA, 2014)





Multiple benefits thinking not limited to energy 

efficiency….more current policy language



Not just about the potential for benefits



THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HYDROGEN 
AND FUEL CELLS IN THE UK

A Preliminary Assessment based on Analysis of

the Replacement of Refined Transport Fuels and Vehicles

Martin J. Smith, Oluwafisayo Alabi, Nick Hughes,
Paul Dodds, Karen Turner and John T.S. Irvine



Headline message of input-output modelling

A significant move away from current UK use of refined fuels in private transport towards hydrogen 
can be expected to yield a valuable increase in GDP and employment

 The likely gains will come not only from the production and distribution of hydrogen in the UK but 
also from the range of service sector activities, including finance, involved in a potentially strong 
domestic supply chain.

 Key driver of findings: the current supply chain for petrol and diesel is highly import-intensive.

Key questions/issues

1. Can we expect that hydrogen supply will share strong domestic supply chain properties of proxy
sectors used in the paper (electricity and/or gas supply)?

2. What will the substitution between fuel types look like, and how long will it take to happen?
3. What are the implications of retaining a fossil fuel base in the fuel supply chain, and what if it is 

imported rather than domestic?



 Modelling did not take direct account of the increasing penetration of renewables/low
carbon source of electricity for electrolysis

 Key point here is that supply chain implications are good, with much already in place and
servicing other industry

 Skills and training are ‘evolution rather than revolution’ and can be built on the basis of
extant provision which supports existing industry

 UK IP retention will mainly be about the retention of highly skilled and highly mobile
innovators and employees

 The establishment of one or more Industrial Clusters could significantly enhance UK
economic HFC success, particularly given significant export potential

 Importance of early R&D and successful adoption at home – but much to learn from
elsewhere, e.g. German NOW example of a single cross-cutting support agency

General Conclusions/Recommendations
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